IT TRANSFORMATION
EXECUTIVE IN RESIDENCE

Efficient and Practical
Approach to Digital
Transformation

•Assessment of your current/mature
state operating model and technology
infrastructure
•Develop a roadmap for the future
state based on business goals
•Seamless Transformation Strategy
Execution

Digital Expertise in
Financial Services

•AI enabled automation platforms
•Machine Learning
•Internet of Things (IOT)
•Blockchain
•Cloud
•Robotic Process Automation
•Conversational Commerce and Care

Change Leadership

•Provide operational and strategic
direction
•Inspire and educate employees
throughout the digital change process
•Nurture a strong leadership team to
drive execution
•Board of Directors Expertise

Unlock the Potential
of All Data

•Internal and external
•Structured and Unstructured
•Voice and Visual
•Product Road Maps

Deliver World Class
Technology and
Services with a
Regulatory Lens

•Reduce costs, improve profitability
and efficiency
•Support board members and senior
executives in communicating their
risk tolerance levels and risk-related
objectives
•Align Governance, Risk, and
Compliance initiatives with the
overall strategic vision

Niraj Patel possesses a unique
combination of expertise in business,
technology, operations, and
internal/external innovations. He has an
exceptional ability to leverage emerging
technology and ecosystem to provide a
competitive advantage to companies. He
is a motivational leader known for clearly
defining mission and goals to consistently
deliver results that exceed expectations.
Mr. Patel is a pioneer in the design and
management of digital enterprises
powered by data and AI across
enterprise-wide global supply chains,
regulatory compliance, enterprise-wide
security, responsive infrastructures and
effective governance to enable rapid
business growth. He has led several largescale and complex transformations at
GMAC Commercial, Selex, and IBM
worldwide. His leadership and results
come from an innovative approach in
transforming strategy into outcomes.
Other Leadership roles include Chief
Strategy Officer, CIO, Adjunct Professor,
Co-founder, and President. These roles
have demonstrated a solid ability to build
and manage scalable industry-leading
technology companies and departments.
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